rectilinear geometry, speaks to the desire of the regime to re-present the city in a manner visible and legible to a world still captivated by Brutalist forms and the legacies of the International Style. The Film Center's reference to both antiquity and modernity also recalls the tensions that marked the dictatorship's temporal imagination -how it engendered a sense of both nostalgia and futurism by positioning itself as a force that could, at once, transport the city back to the glories of a protonational past and propel it toward advanced states of economic development. 3 Moreover, the structure's departure from and adherence to the tenets of architectural modernism mirror the precarious position occupied by the Marcos regime as a postcolonial dictatorship. Its architecture abides by central "international" principles such as the rejection of adornment and frivolity, but it also affects spectacular excess through scale, height, and the starkness of its contrast with the "thirdworldness" of metropolitan Manila. The Film Center, in other words, can be described as a structure charged with the contradictory forces that underpinned past state ambitions. It can be understood chronotopically, as a point in the geography of the city marked by memory or a space where "the supposedly over and done with remains." 4 Indeed, the Film Center has not only survived the death of the Marcos regime; it has, more crucially, given the dictatorship a life beyond death by serving as a physical remainder of Marcos-era dreams of recognition and of a fabulousness and worldliness to come.
If the Film Center can be described as a place where the past remains present, it is also because the structure is said to be the site of a "real" haunting. Built in preparation for the 1982 Manila International Film Festival -an event Imelda believed would turn Manila into the "Cannes of Asia" -the fifty-eightthousand-square-meter structure was completed in under four hundred days. 5 Rather, however, than serving as an example of the dictatorship's ability to meet impossible standards of efficiency, the Film Center is remembered mainly for the tragedy that took place during its rushed construction, when part of the structure collapsed and some 160 workers were allegedly buried or trapped in quick-drying cement. There is no authoritative account of what happened that day, but story has it that Imelda gave compensation to the families of the buried workers and then ordered construction to proceed, forcing workers to hastily drill out corpses, cut off limbs from trapped bodies, and pour fresh concrete over the remains of the victims. 6 After the accident, rumors quickly spread about the building being cursed. Stories were retailed about projection screens clattering to the floor, security guards dying mysteriously, electrical equipment suddenly malfunctioning, and construction sounds and voices being heard in the middle of the night. The film festival itself lasted only two years, suffering under such debilitating financial losses that Imelda was forced to screen semipornographic films in the hopes of generating greater revenue. 7 Talk of the Film Center's status as an oversized crypt continued after the Marcoses went into exile in 1986 and throughout the building's unglamorous career as the passport-issuing office of the Department of Foreign Affairs. Then, when an earthquake struck Manila in 1990, the Film Center was believed to suffer structural damage, deemed unsafe, and finally abandoned. For an entire decade, it was left unoccupied. It grew famous, not as a part of the infrastructure of national and global cinema, but as a modern ruin and as a destination for ghost hunters, paranormal researchers, and television crews filming Halloween specials for local news programs. It was only in 2001, after structural restoration, that the building was again opened to the public. 8 This time, however, the Film Center was not promoted as a means of showcasing Manila as a cultural hub, but leased, with little fanfare, to the Amazing Philippine Theater, a Korean-owned company that aims to produce the "largest transvestite show in Asia." 9 Though the Amazing Show has been in operation for over ten years, only a small number of Manila's residents seem aware of its existence and of the fact that the Film Center is currently in use. 10 Indeed, I learned of the show long after it had opened, when it was casually mentioned in 2010 by an acquaintance who lived near the CCP and who knew of my interest in both the architecture of the Marcos years and in Manila's queer cityscape.
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These were interests that, until then, I had considered largely unrelated but that I would see come into contact when I found myself in the company of the tourists who came to see the Amazing Show in February 2011. This essay is an attempt to make sense, if partially, of this unexpected convergence; to relay the sense of unsettlement generated by the odd juxtaposition of revival and decay; and to bring the poetics of abandonment into conversation with an ethnographic account of transformation, reincarnation, and queer placemaking. Drawing on field notes and on forms of speculative writing, my aim in this essay is not to provide a detailed rendering of either the current state of the Film Center or of the performances that comprise the Amazing Show but to evoke resonances that cut through time and that point to the shared dreams, desires, and logics that bind concurrent processes of ruination and queering. What I draw attention to here, in other words, is not the difference between what the Film Center once was and what it has become. Rather, my interest lies in "the memory trace(s) of an abandoned set of futures" or the lines of continuity and complicity that link a practice of renewal easily written of, or celebrated, as part of a postmodern arsenal of parodic and ironic interventions, to a modernist project remembered in the nightmarish terms of horror and failure. 12 In the accounts that follow, the Film Center appears as a spectral scene, a built environment that bears "the signature of lost time" and that elicits a lost sense of progress, optimism, and globalism, while inducing feelings of terror and dread by serving as a reminder of what lies in store for those who subscribe to the dictatorship's promise of modernity. 13 In this way, this essay contributes to ongoing efforts to rethink the legacies of the Marcos regime more than twenty years after its ouster in 1986 and, especially, of its impact on accounts, images, and lived experiences of the capital city.
14 Here, however, I am interested less in the direct aftereffects of authoritarian rule than in the affective environment left in its place -the forward-and outward-looking trajectory to which alternative forms of place-making remain bound in relations of attachment. Ensconced in this environment, the ostensibly queer space of the Amazing Philippine Theater can be reimagined, not only as a defamiliarizing challenge to (the heterosexism of) official ideology but also as a space emergent in the ruins of modern dreams and a space that enables the reproduction of the global aspirations and ideological contradictions embodied by dictatorship architecture.
Understood this way, the term "queer space," as it appears in this essay, must always be read as though set in quotation marks, for while the occupation of the degraded and discarded space of the Manila Film Center by a sexual minority marks the perversion (the queering) of the fantasy desires of a once-ruling order, it also participates in their preservation (their revivification) in the face of death and ruin. More broadly, this use of "queer space" as an uneasy means of naming that which is simultaneously apart from and yet a part of a prior order also speaks to the queer condition of the postcolonial city, that is, its status as a site of failure that troubles notions of linear time -of world history as the global reproduction of the same -while remaining invested in the possibility of acquiring the trappings of modernity through the transformation of the urban landscape. Put differently, queer space functions here as a tenuous designation for sites where frayed desires are brought back into circulation and where worn-out dreams are re-membered as part of the immaterial architecture of new worlds fashioned out of the leavings of economic modernization. The Film Center is not the only place haunted by (and haunting the city with) the ghost of the Marcos dictatorship. The CCP Theater of Performing Arts (1969), the most famous modernist structure in the city, looms large in the urban imagination. Its imposing rectangular form seems to hover along the Manila Bay, intimating both forms of brutality many wish to forget and aspirations for modernity and globalness few are willing to forego. There are also the other public structures built in and around Manila that were designed to present the capital as a technologically and culturally developed city, including, most notably, the Philippine Heart Center for Asia (1975) , the National Arts Center (1976), and the Manila International Airport (1981).
16
As with most urban landmarks, the architectural value of these buildings is often lost to all but those who have a special interest in the history of the city and its built environment. In fact, many of the Marcosera buildings are poorly maintained: they smell of age; dust gathers in their corners; their floors are cracked; graffiti stains mar their exterior walls; and improvised repairs and add-ons, like plywood board-ups and hand-painted signs, have become their standard features. More than mere eyesores, these signs of decay are layers of "accumulated time" that mark the buildings as places that remember. 17 Beneath, among, and around them, there are traces and presences, both visible and invisible, of years past and of a future that never came to be. Artifacts such as the airport's flipboard timetable and the obsolete computers still in use at the various medical centers tell the story of the city's stalled march down the straight line of progress. Architectural and interior touches such as tarnished stone floors, cantilevered balconies and ledges, ceilings with concrete coves, and paintings and sculptures by national artists hearken back to the glamorous world the Marcoses tried to bring into being and that was bought with debts that have left the country impoverished.
There are also the invisible and ineffable resonances accumulated in these spaces: the echoes, affinities, imaginations, and frequencies of memory and history that are, at times, elicited as feelings by ruined buildings and the objects that occupy them. 18 Standing in the main lobby of the 20 They provoke collective memories that are strangely familiar and conjure up half-recognizable worlds through empathetic contact with apparitions summoned by signs of the past. 21 For Walter Benjamin, it is in "the process of decay, and in it alone, [where] the events of history shrivel up"; it is in the ruin where "history merges into the setting." 22 Strictly speaking, the structures left behind by the Marcos dictatorship are not ruins. They have not been abandoned or, as in the case of the Manila Film Center, have merely vacillated between states of use and disuse, repair and disrepair, occupation and desertion. These buildings, however, are akin to ruins, for they are sites where the rejected have not been fully effaced and are caught in states of "unfinished disposal." 23 As Tim Edensor once suggested, ruins are ruins because they are in a "state of indeterminacy"; they are places where "the attempted erasure of the past is incomplete" and where ghosts have not been swept away and recontextualized. 24 Put differently, the pieces of dictatorship architecture that remain in Manila are "matter with memory"; they represent brokenness and transience and bear the physical traces of time on their surfaces as a kind of historical palimpsest. 25 To enter these sites is to experience asynchrony as a material environment. It is to gain access to official aspirations that have been scripted into stone, while simultaneously being attuned to Manila's present and the failure it represents when set against the Apollonian desires of an authoritarian regime. 
• • •
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At the lobby of the Film Center, vestiges of scenes long past, whether material or immaterial, do not convey a perfect reenactment of what had taken place decades ago; rather, they index unfulfilled possibilities and serve as allegorical representations of remembered desires and of the tragedies that follow in their wake. The status of the Film Center as a site of memory, however, remains unfixed, for the absent presences that occupy it possess a mnemonic function only for those whose senses are filtered through collective remembrances of urban legends and of the real horrors they reference. It is, in other words, the beholder who defines the ruin. 29 Whatever ghost texts it contains are authored by the ruin gazer during that moment of standstill when he or she is confronted by historical objects, including spaces of absence, and is caught in a "charged force field of past and present, tragedy and utopic desire." 30 In that moment, the myth of progressive temporality breaks down, is undermined by the emblems of its failure and of the impossibility of unremembering and moving on, and what is lost, be it the dream of modernity or its casualties, becomes illuminated and potentially redeemed. 31 Since the very fact of ruination exposes the myth of history as progress, the reoccupation of a previously abandoned place often appears as a lateral move, a step away from the linear trajectory that the postcolonial metropolis has failed to follow. Thus, for critics such as Edensor, ruins can also represent the fecund. "The becomings of new forms, orderings, and aesthetics can emerge," he suggests, from void sites and spaces of dereliction. "Dead zones" can become spaces of adventure, art, play, plunder, homemaking, and other modes of inhabitation and making do that cannot be foreseen. 32 The modern ruins of dictatorship architecture, however, are not as malleable as the anonymous industrial mills, yards, and factories of which Edensor writes. Places such as the Film Center, which are always already set against the backdrop of a city in a state of permanent crisis, do not resemble ruins that appear anachronistic because they have witnessed a transition between an industrial and putatively postindustrial age. Rather, they are openings to a future that did not but might still come to pass. They represent a paradoxical vision of modernity as a fantasy that produces its own accidents and as an unfinished task inherited from a regime that desired too much too soon and which thus caused the dream of making the future present to collapse.
Put differently, the modern ruins of dictatorship architecture function as an imperative. The spirit of the Marcosian attachment to the possibility of global modernity lingers; it directs and orients modes of appropriation even as the ghosts of improperly buried workers sound a warning against the progressive vision of the state. The specters of the dictatorship and its victims continue to participate in setting the patterns of living. As Jacques Derrida once put it, "The one who has disappeared appears still to be there, and his apparition is not nothing. It does not do nothing . . . the dead must be able to work." 33 In Manila, the work of specters pulls the present in opposite directions. Restorative nostalgia for the aspirations of the Marcoses persists alongside a steadfast rejection of their brutality, and the material evidence of their ruin simultaneously undercuts and stimulates a utopian and putatively global imagination. 
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Unlike the Manila Film Festival, the Amazing Show was not dreamt up by the state. Indeed, for years, the Philippine government had let opportunities to breathe life back into the Manila Film Center come and pass, as though it could not will itself to recover (and thus remember) the ill-fated, half-realized ambitions of the Marcos regime. In a way, it is fitting, if not predictable, that the will to appropriate has come from someone else, from those who stand outside the bounds of collective memory. It is, after all, those who are free of the constraints of remembrances who are able to see spaces as something other than what they once were. As the man who first introduced me to the Amazing Show suggested, the reason the Amazing Philippines Theater ended up taking residence at the Film Center was because Koreans, unlike "us," "don't actually believe in ghosts." Such a statement may be an example of how popular misconceptions about "foreign" cultures circulate in the wake of new migrations. 35 However, it also points to how memories harden into legend and how the task of turning the city into a destination, of becoming global, is imperiled, not only by the material limits faced by the state but by anxieties engendered by signs of the past. At the Film Center, the state's inability to "invest" in the infrastructure of modernity, that is, the material terror of its ongoing battles with and participation in the immiseration of the city, works alongside the fantastic terror of coming face to face with the specter of past failures. Together, they produce a paralyzing atmosphere of fear, in which the dreamwork of modernity might continue, but only if it is outsourced to those who are unable to remember. Here, the movement toward modernity proceeds, not as the grand, sped-up process demanded by the Marcos dictatorship, but as a slow march toward a diminished objective. The sign of the Amazing Show on top of the Film Center, the image of smiling performers on cardboard stands, the narrow bookshelf in the Amazing Café -these signs simultaneously resume the work of welcoming the outside world into the city and serve as reminders of something now gone. They have been rushed in to inhabit a place that has lost its romantic dimension, like the tourists whom I would later see being bused in from a nearby budget hotel in order to fill the vacuum left by the celebrities and dignitaries for whom the structure was originally built.
In a way, one could say that the transformation of the Manila Film Center, its appropriation and arguably parodic reinvention, is but another step in the concealment of the economic relations of dependence that we have given names such as "neoliberalism," "global capitalism," and "empire." A subtle dramatization of opaque processes such as the spiraling of debt, the sale of national resources, and privatization writ large, it is a manifestation of the outward search for money and recognition that animates the "race to the bottom." Like the very structure of the Manila Film Center, which rose out of the loan-funded artificial landscape of the CCP, the Amazing Show is a spectacle created for the gaze of the outsider and made possible by "his" generosity. Here, "locals" appear, not as guests, but as entertainers, as the descendants of the construction workers who perished while performing the labor of materializing modern dreams.
• 
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I introduce myself and they are surprised to learn that I am Filipino, not Korean. They seem to relax at this revelation -at the realization that I am "one of them" -and even more so when I tell them that I am researching "gay culture" in the city. I ask them questions about the show, casual inquiries about how long they have been working for the theater (since the beginning, ten years); whether they enjoyed their work (it's okay); how large the crowds got (near capacity on weekends). I wanted to ask them why they thought
• • •
Abandoned places are not empty places, but the practice of abandonment creates a terrain vague. It provides room to maneuver -an opening, a gap in which new arrivals might create something unexpected, where new dreams might be crafted out of the remnants of ones that have been or might be forgotten. Indeed, ruins have traditionally drawn those who are compelled -by an inner voice or the outside world or both -to fabulate their own place, to take fragments of the past and re-member them into something other. Artists, scavengers, squatters, junkies, and thrill-seekers find haven in sites that have been left to their own devices. Animals nest under the shelter of forgotten roofs in order to reclaim a part of the land from which they have been excluded. Weeds crawl out of crevices to inaugurate an entropic process in which what is man-made returns, though never fully, to a prior state. Ruins are, in other words, places that remember, but they are also "space(s) of contingency and desire" in which the leavings of modernity live and roam. 41 Queers too are known to occupy spaces that were meant for something or someone else. Public toilets, parks in the dead of night, untrafficked alleyways, and rundown districts have often provided refuge to those who practice and embody nonnormative genders and sexualities. 42 By occupying sites of dereliction and abandonment, temporarily or otherwise, queers have been able to produce their own time and place, to craft new worlds out of what is already present. What would it mean to consider the ruins of dictatorship, as I have, as a site for queer world-making? To see the ironic and arguably parodic transformation of Brutalist architecture into a site for queer performance while acknowledging how that very performance might be imbued with the spirit of aspiration, longing, and progressive temporality that refuses to be exorcised from the Marcoses' buildings? What can be gleaned from the dreamwork undertaken by the performers of the Amazing Show, whose very presence announces that the Film Center has become something other than what it was, but who also perform the task of inheritance by serving as the new agents of the nation's search for recognition? 43 In a way, the present of the Amazing Show can be imagined as the uncharted future of a futurist project that was always already doomed to failure. It is, however, also a resumption of that project, a disavowal of failure in the face of failure. 44 To consider dictatorship architecture then as a site for queer world-making demands recognition of the variegated and ambivalent relationship that queer subjects might have with dominant orders. It is to rethink officially sanctioned postcolonial fantasy-desires for "progress" and modernity as a kind of atmosphere, "a force field in which people find themselves," a lived affect or "a capacity to affect and be affected that pushes a present into a composition." 45 It is to pay attention to the multiple and often contradictory ways queers grapple and sympathize with the lifeways endorsed by the state, and are compelled and constrained by the environs in which they find themselves.
In Manila, Imelda Marcos herself can be seen as the primary figure through which the complicated relationship of queers to the ideology of the Philippine state has been dramatized. On one hand, she was one half of the so-called conjugal dictatorship, a marital rule legitimated through heterosexist iconography and myth making, most notably through the portrayal of Ferdinand and Imelda in stories and artworks as Malakas (Strong) and Maganda (Beautiful), figures who, akin to Adam and Eve, are represented as the original Filipinos and who serve as the foundation of the cultural reproduction of the nation. As the archetypal figure of womanliness, Imelda was made to appear as the timeless overseer of the nation; her heterosexual romance with and deference to the dictator was, in turn, portrayed as a "natural" model of desire and depicted as a necessary part of the nation's passage through time. 46 On the other hand, Imelda, who was well known for maintaining a coterie of "gay" hairdressers, make-up artists, and fashion and interior designers, is also remembered as the "queen of the Philippine faggots." 47 As Rolando Tolentino once suggested, the work of queer artists "legitimized Imelda's appearance, being, and use of beauty" and validated the "apotheoses of the conjugal dictatorship." 48 Queers, in other words, were placed directly in the service of national power; they functioned as agents in Imelda's war of beautification, as a sign of the regime's "modern" values, and as part of its seductive vision of excess.
At once included and excluded from the narrative of the nation, queers thus occupied contradictory positions in the radically asymmetrical urban environment fostered by a dictatorship that sustained and troubled regimes of normative gender and sexuality. Indeed, while queers had unprecedented presence in the corridors of power during the Marcos years, those same years were also known for the rise of working-class queer subcultures in the destitute districts that emerged as a direct effect of the uneven development engendered by modernization. One can point, for instance, to the consolidation of the figure of the parlorista -the poor transvestite working in one of the city's many low-end beauty salons -as an urban caricature, or the appearance of subterranean male sex work economies in the heart of Manila's major commercial districts. 49 More poignantly, the position of queers as both inside and outside the modern world imagineered by the state is demonstrated, almost literally, in the uses of dictatorship architecture. The CCP, for instance, was not only a site where favored queers could participate in the lavish fetes and "global" events hosted by Imelda. Late at night, after the guards had fallen asleep, queers could also be found roaming the grounds, cruising in the shadows of landmark buildings. 
I remember the historian of architecture Gerard
• • •
Surveying the various structures scattered throughout the CCP, I wonder if, in a way, the fascination with dressing the third world city in "firstworld drag" -itself a marker of the queerness of Philippine modernityis but the logical outcome of Imelda's imaging of Filipino distinctiveness as a trace, an "accent" that inflects a "common human language" or a peculiar "spirit . . . formed and shaped by (the) sun and the sea . . . wind and rain . . . culture and history." 52 Here, the fusion of nostalgia and newness, of spirit and matter, becomes apparent only when one enters a building and bears witness to local dances, plays, festivals, and other cultural rituals performed against a backdrop of distinct outlines and spatial purity and of a supermodern play of voids and geometric solids. Such putatively ironic juxtapositions, however, do not strike me as contradictions. Rather, they appear to me as partial realizations of Imelda's fantastic vision of the city, of her dream of erecting a space that might serve, simultaneously, as a global stage and a "sanctuary for the Filipino soul" -that is, a place where that soul might be put to work in the hopes of establishing "Manila as another important landmark in the world map" or of "showing the world that, see, we have a pretty face."
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When I was first told of the Amazing Philippine Theater, it was described to me as a "drag" company. Watching the show, however, it became clear that "drag" is both an inaccurate descriptor and the only word that might capture the spirit of what was taking place. The Amaz-ing Show bore little, if any, resemblance to the drag shows I had become familiar with in gay clubs and queer clubs, in Manila and elsewhere. It had no sense of humor, no self-aware sense of parody, no exaggerated play of femininity against an ostensibly male body. 54 At the Amazing Show, sex and gender could almost be forgotten, not because the performers seemed fully dedicated to "realness" and "passing" (though they were), but because the performance of gender seemed less like the main attraction then an initial lure -a hook designed to draw viewers to the performance of national cultures. The numbers proceeded like a trip around the world and back and forth through time. There was a Korean fan dance, a Moulin Rouge -style cancan chorus line, Hawaiian hula, cabaret, a Japanese ballad, a reenactment of scenes from Phantom of the Opera, a Muslim marriage ritual, and several traditional Filipino folkdances. (In the past there were also numbers based on ancient Egypt, American-style cheerleading, Bollywood, and Latin American pop, among others.) There did not appear to be any logic to the sequence, no larger narrative that bound the different performances together. What linked them all were the performers themselves -the "pretty faces" who appeared and reappeared in different guises, often paired with male-bodied dancers in sanitized displays of heterosexual desire and romance. 55 Like Imelda's, the womanliness of the performers seemed archetypal, a blank slate (a terrain vague) onto which tradition and cosmopolitanism could be alternately projected and through which Filipinoness could be made to take its place in a pantheon of iconic cultural displays.
My thoughts kept returning to Imelda as I watched the crowd of tourists applaud what I found to be dragging, mediocre performances. I wondered if they were clapping out of genuine appreciation or out of politeness, or if the reasons were more complex. I wondered if they, like me, were indifferent to the content of the show but awed by the ability of the performers to make them -us -forget about the "truth" of gender and sex by weaving, haphazardly, through time and place. Watching the crowd, I remembered Imelda because her ability to elicit applause was also bound to her mastery over truth, beauty, and memory. Her story was -and remains -clouded in mystery, muddled by multiple biographies that point in different ways to a humble origin, to a girl born on the wrong side of an otherwise respectable family and whose beauty would be her ticket out of an unremarkable life in the province. 56 When I see footage or images of her climbing up on a stage and being greeted with cheers, whether from years past or from the more recent events where she is still treated as an honored guest, I wonder if the applause is fueled, at least in part, by a perverse appreciation for how her origins have been rendered almost invisible by her successful transition and made irrelevant by the recognition bestowed upon her by the foreign gaze of kings and queens, celebrities and heads of state. Indeed, the "truth" of Imelda's past seems to vanish under spotlights; in front of adoring crowds, it appears as an open secret that marks her -and thus the nation's -transformation, progress, and arrival in the world.
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Throughout most of the twentieth century, homosexuality and transgenderism (and transvestism especially) remained indistinct categories in Manila and in the Philippines as a whole. In recent years, however, an emerging commercial gay male culture in the capital has broadened the gap between these categories. Homosexual desire, increasingly framed within a pink economy populated by hypermasculine bodies, has been distanced from the taint of femininity and from "lower-class" occupations in the beauty industry. 58 In the popular, upmarket gay dance clubs and bars that now stand as the most visible queer spaces in the city, there is little room for the form of queerness embodied by the performers of the Amazing Show. 59 On occasion, they, or figures like them, might appear in the clubs to entertain the crowds with drag performances of club anthems or of recent hits from the pop divas that have been embraced by the "gay community." Their appearance, however, only serves as a prelude to the real show, which begins only when the trans figures have stepped down from the stage and the men in the crowd are able to turn their gaze upon one another and form a closed circuit of desire. These spaces, these circuits, are the sites being held up as emblems of global gay modernity. In glossy magazines, websites, and casual conversations, they have been likened to similar sites in cities such as New York, Los Angeles, Paris, London, Sydney, and other metropolitan sites imagined as centers of a gay globe. In these spaces, as I have detailed elsewhere, the living labor of trans performers is disappeared, reduced to a ghostly presence, a specter that represents a "premodern" sexual order and that must be exorcised in order to sustain nascent claims to newness and globalness. This process of exorcism, of erasure, however, is never ending, for the specter of the trans figure must be recalled in order for it to be chased away. It must serve as a reminder of what queerness once was, a sign of the past that legitimates faith in the progress gay men in Manila have ostensibly made.
At the Amazing Show, the trans figure takes center stage. She becomes the main attraction, a revitalized part of the dream of globalness inaugurated by the Marcoses and materialized through the labor of the workers who died for its sake. In a way, the Manila Film Center provides the most apt setting for this reassertion of the presence of a figure threatened with erasure, since the structure stands as a metaphor for the impossibility of death, an allegory for the ruin of authoritarian rule and the persistence of its promise of a modernity to come. The role the production plays in the afterlife of the dream of modernity seems, in fact, to be recognized in the closing number of the Amazing Show, when a large image of the building's facade is projected onto the background of the stage and all the performers return dressed in the various costumes used in the other numbers to dance to the show's lone original song, a triumphant tune that simply repeats the line "It's amazing/It's amazing." In that moment, the Amazing Show becomes a living snapshot of the cultures of the world, but its transnationalism is tethered to a local image of "what was once the future projection of (the city's) present." 60 In the closing number of the Amazing Show, the Film Center becomes hypervisible, if only as a projection, and it becomes apparent that the Amazing Philippine Theater and its performers are not simply taking advantage of an abandoned site but asserting its value and taking their place in the history it represents. In this scene, the age of the Film Center is not lost. The graying planes of its concrete facade remain noticeable, unmissable even. Against the choreographed spectacle that has been set before it, however, the decrepitude of the Film Center does not appear as an invalidation of the trajectory laid out by the dictatorship or a negation of its ideals but as a sign of the endurance of the lost future of the past. It stands as a reminder of the never-to-be-completed task of becoming modern, a charge that can be felt and transmitted by those who have been left out of global modernity and who may have once been figured as agents of its realization. 2. Borrowing from Greek ideals, Imelda Marcos and an ad hoc committee of artists established Katotohanan (truth), Kagandahan (beauty), and Kabaitan (goodness) as the philosophical tenets of the CCP. Notions of "truth" are especially apparent in the work of the CCP's chief architect, Leandro Locsin, who designed the majority of the CCP structures and served as a key adviser to Froilan Hong, the architect of the Film Center. Locsin subscribed to standard modernist tenets, particularly the idea of "truth to materials," which is evident in his Brutalist interest in the plastic qualities of bare concrete. Further, in a manner reminiscent of older forms of modernist architecture -particularly Le Corbusier's search for transhistorical, mathematical models for architectural proportion -Locsin also insisted on extracting a pure geometric logic out of older forms, most notably the "native" nipa hut, or house on stilts. This desire to produce recognizably modern buildings that were grounded in autochthonous models can be linked to Imelda's redefinition of Filipino architecture as the "rational rediscovery of traditional shapes." It should be noted, however, that Locsin's work, and the CCP as a whole, is more clearly inspired by the sweeping curves of Eero Saarinen and the Brutalism of Paul Rudolph; the influence of the latter may account for the stark, totalitarian atmosphere produced by Locsin's public buildings and that resonated strongly with the sense of awe and order desired by the Marcos regime. 167 -68 . Film Comment, the journal published by the Film Society of Lincoln Center, reported that more than two hundred people were killed in the accident and that "orders were given to slice in half those caught unconscious in the quick-drying porous cement." Elliott Stein, "Manila's Angels," Film Comment 19, no. 5 (1983): 48 -55. 7. Lico, Edifice Complex, 124. 8. During the planning of the rehabilitation of the Film Center in 2001, the Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH), working with the Film Center's original architect, Froilan Hong, announced that the building was actually structurally sound and "positively repairable." Hong corrected the impression that the building was sinking by pointing out that the gaps in its front steps and ramps had appeared because the reclaimed land on which the structure was built was still settling. Repairs to the Film Center were then limited to the strengthening and upgrading of piles, the replacement of the hollow block parapets with new materials, and the enlargement of columns and beams. This rehabilitation was initially undertaken with plans of restoring the site as a center for film screenings that also contained laboratory and archive facilities, as well as an academy for performing arts. Plans for a revitalized film center were shelved, presumably due to budgetary constraints. See Eric Catipon, "Manila Film Center to Shine Again," Newsflash, 26 February 2001, www.newsflash.org/2001/02/sb/sb001587.htm.
9. See www.amazing-show.com/main/index.php?option=com_content&view =article&id=83&Itemid=34.
10. The Philippine Senate itself seemed unaware of the Amazing Show and of
